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stored in her basement. The pol i ce had located her car
in an auto-body shop, and traces of Marco's blood, as
we l l as fabric from his sweater had been found.
The
sto ry she had told me, and the 25 grand, had been her
way of tempting me off the case.
Somewhere she still
ha d $225,000 hidden, but it didn't look as though she
wo u ld have much use for it.
The police still had no leads in the Armbrister
mur der, but I wondered if Mindy might not have pulled
tha t one off as well. Anyone who could run down a
per son in her car was certainly capable of using a
p is tol.
I wonder now what I would have done if Mindy
had offered me the entire $25,000, instead of a split.
Would I have taken it? I just don't know. That
pr i vate investigator's code of ethics only goes so far.
I f we had burned the blackmail material, would she
st i ll be unsuspected? Probably.
I thought again about
my vague plans for moving back to cincinnati. What was
th e point now? My reputation as a detective was a
li t tle tarnished there; besides Harry stone would get
al l the best cases .
. still, there was that odd
Lit erary Club.
I promised myself to look out for
th e next class reunion announcement.
. and then
he a ded out f or a bottl e of Early Times.

CPR &

Q

Marc h 9, 1992
Bruce

I.

Petrie

Candice Candide stretch e d
bli nked at the enormous gOld
her long, ~o~g legs,
the Pangloss Range gla
d en crescent r~s~ng behind
glor ious crown of ~mbern~e, at her Rolex, fluffed her
onl y for an instant
s ,a~: and sat up in bed. But
over a figure of pr~por~tg~~ng a,bright, blue b iki~ i
s ure ~y to have i nspired the W~;l~~Pla~slblY,c~a~slc as
was In the pool and well down
S,flrst bIkInI, she
ROl ex went o ff , heralding th the flrst lap before the
e e x act moment of the sun' s
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liftoff from the top of Mount voltaire.
She pulled
herself from the water and paused a moment to feast on
the sight of the Bay glistening and flash~ng ~ight in
every direction, illuminating the tawny h1lls1des and a
herd of clouds nibbling gently on the high meadows.
It
was a Chamber of Commerce day, she noted with a sniff.
within twenty minutes she had dressed, downed a
blueberry muffin, put the top down on her BMW
convertible and swung out of the drive on the way to
her office.
Two miles to the east, her partner, Paul Perfect,
sitting cross-legged on a tatami mat, was finishing a
long lGtter to his nephew, a student at a small liberal
arts college in Corinth, Tennessee. At the same time
that Candice was toweling off after her swim, Paul
blotted the scroll, reviewed it quickly and slipped it
into a mailing tube, reflecting momentarily that
nephews are entitled to receive an avuncular letter now
and then, especially from an uncle. The young man was
not performing at Corinth as Paul's brother would have
wished.
Paul would be remiss if he did not level at
least a mild remonstrance by way of a gentle recounting
of the family stnndards. After all his nephew's
conduct had been egregious enough to bring forth a
letter to Paul from the Headmaster, reporting a
quarrelsome episode with his classmates, an apparent
"relationship" with a lady of ill repute and an obvious
fondness for the grape.
Paul thus felt compelled to
send a reminder of the message so lovingly transmitted
as the boy's father died.
satisfied that he had done
his duty, Paul quickly dressed, popped a raw egg into a
glass of orange juice as an obeisance to breakfast and
t~en.wheel~d his,immaculate pickup truck down the steep
wlndlng drlve WhlCh connected his hilltop home with the
rest of the world.
Despite the celebration that had kept his phone
ringing for what remained ot the night, Ralph Raider
rose at his usual spartan hour, ate a breakfast only
slightly more robust than Paul Perfect's, and spent
thirty minutes cogitating about the news analysis faxed
to him during the night from the firm's Washington
office. He shook his head from time to time over the
absurdities reflected in the previous day's events
around the world.
Any ordinary man finding himself
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s haring Ralph's generally gloomy assessment would soon
f lee mentally to more congenial subjects.
But Ralph
was a man of no ordinary discipline and he brooded over
e very word of the report.
Finally, picking his way
t hrough stacks of books, periodicals, newspapers and
a ssorted effluvia of monographs and magazines, Ralph
d onned a sack-like dark grey suit, a tired black tie of
1 950's vintage, (two duplicates of this somber outfit
c omprised his entire wardrobe), and then directed his
e lectric car at a stately pace toward the city.
The imposing array of computers lining an entire
wall in Quincy Quixotic's library was, of course, tied
i nto a similar hardware heaven at the office, his
l inks, direct and indirect, to data banks on virtually
e very continent.
But this morning he barely greeted
his computers.
Having been bombarded with phone calls
until four A.M., he had overslept and could only
visually fondle his beloved electronic concubines
be fore he left for the office. He had long since
abandoned the idea of "going downtown electronically",
r ealizing that Candy, Paul and Ralph couldn't cope with
a partner whose only presence was words and pictures on
a screen.
Certainly on a day as auspicious as this,
they would want him in the flesh, if only for the sake
of the firm's visibility. Thus, somewhat reluctantly,
he unleased his red Ferrari toward town, expecting to
pa ss his partners on the bridge, as he otten did.
I ndeed, Quincy saw the Golden Gate Br i dge as a metaphor
fo r the essential sp i rjt which had conjoined the
pa rtners in the first place, and which, each day,
provided a figurative reprise of that union.
Candide, Perfect, Raider & Quixotic was, as a
fi rm, a self contradiction, a practical manifestation
of a self-conscious idealism; four individuals
coalescing to make a profit by repudiating the profit
mo tive and dedicated to rejecting the forms that drive
fu nctional result-oriented men. The partners allowed
tha t if an'idea has practical application, so much the
be tter, as long as that quality isn't allowed to suck
th e vitality out of the idea itself.
Under no
c i rcumstances must it be destroyed by a patronizing
r e legation to that utopia so despised by those who
p r ide themselves as living in the "real world."
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When, on the cocktail circuit, she was asked what
she did for a living, Candice Candide always responded
that she did nothing FOR a living.
If she deemed her
interrogator worthy, she added that she sold ideas to
people who didn't like them and would not know how to
use them.
She would then turn to the hors d'oeuvres,
inject a comment about the weather and make her escape
unless, of course, she sensed the possibility of new
business.
If her target was male, she would, in a
gracious but purposeful way, use her con~iderable
charms to best advantage.
She might later reprove
herself for using such result-oriented tactics, but
rationalized by consoling herself that no one is
perfect, except, of course, her partner, Paul.
"No,
I'm not a consultant. Consultants are people hired by
diffident businessmen willing to pay for plastic-bound
summaries of what they already know won't work." No, I
am not an industrial psychologist. They, after all,
are social scientists who charge large fees for
reminding other people of what they learned in
kindergarten." "No, thank you.
I'm busy after the
party and I don't need a ride home."
It was not mere haughtiness that moved Candice
Paul, Ralph and Quincy to be restrained about their'
firm's business, but only their experience that casual
encounters seldom permitted a full, that is, truthful
description of the firm's objectives and methods.
'
Simplistic condensations of complicated matters were,
after all, high on the firm's extermination list.
Once, cornered by his aged mother who feared that her
beloved son, God forbid, had been drawn into some shady
enterprise, Quincy Quixotic had impatiently insisted,
"Mama, don't worry, we sell visions, good visionary
visions. People buy them.
It's all honest.
It's all
legal. My partners are squeaky clean." But he begged
off saying more, realizing that Mama would never accept
the notion that useless ideas have value.
That simple fact had drawn the four partners
together in the first place. Finding themselves as
weekend guests at a friend's country home, they
discovered from dinner table banter that, of all the
guests, they shared the notion that the united states,
indeed the world, was being diminished, if not
destroyed, by so-called "practical" men, men who had
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l e d and were leading their fellows to disaster in the
n a me of realism, men who had elevated the "bottom line"
to a place of worship, a universal shrine.
Candice,
Paul, Ralph and Quincy had gravitated to one another
du ring the next morning's hike along the escarpment
t h at separated their host's magnificent estate from the
b o oming Pacific surf below. Their common denominator
o f disaster the previous evening had been the
environment, but today they agreed that there were many
o t her examples of lives devoted to the proverbial "real
world" which were corrupting the human spirit. Raider
mentioned what he called the "death of hypocrisy," the
po litical phenomenon in wh i ch millions of
pa thologically partisan voters expected, nay wanted,
th ei r candidate to lie in order to get elected.
"Read
my lips" is th e cl e arest example, "Willy Horton is
an other." "But," Candice insisted, "if you hope to
ke ep your audience in this state, you must also preface
those remarks by assuring them that Lyndon Johnson and
Franklin Roosevelt were also scoundrels, or the
di scussion degenerates immediately into a 'yes, but'
exchange." "That's exactly the point," Raider
re sponded, "no realist cares about finding a way of
puniShing politicians for lying; he never attempts to
de fine the problem, much less solve it; he even shrinks
fr om deploring the situation for fear that he will be
dr awn into discussing possible solutions."
On that occasion, long after the other guests had
started back f or l unch, Candice, Paul, Ralph and Quincy
were still stre tched out on the edge of the precipice,
ta lking animatedly and gazing occasionally at the blue
in finity beckoning their minds beyond the waving grass
and rock outcroppings.
By the time they reluctantly
ro se to join the others, they had set a date for
another meeting and had discussed plans for an
en terprise which excited them all with its originality
and possibilit ies .
Three busy years passed.
Then, ironically, they
again found themselves guests for a similar weekend
ho sted by the same friend.
By this time they were
pa rtners in CPR&Q, and could say with some pride that
th ey had, in fact, demonstrat~d tha~ ~here was a market
fo r useless ideas and impractlcal VlSlons. , True, most
o f their accounts were eleemosynary foundatlons, but
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there were wealthy foundations whose b~ard me~bers had
been inspired to look beyond the solutlo~S WhlCh they
utilized in their businesses and professl0ns. Often,
that inspiration carne from CPR&Q.
Each one of the partners had made a distin~tive
contribution to the firm.
Pau l perfect, returnlng
along the Pacific escarpment that,fateful day thre~
years back, had experienced an eplpha~y. Somehow lt
had converted him from the most skeptlcal of the g~oup
to the most convinced and, indeed, ~ad empowered , hlm t o
articulate persuasively the accompllshments posslble by
freeing oneself of realism and practicality. His
essays on this subject, written as open letters to his
groupies, had been widely publ i shed and played no
little part in the firm's early success.
Candice Candide, next to Paul, had attracted the
most new business for the firm.
Several long articles
about the new enterprise in Fortune, Forbes and the
Wall street Journal, the first two featuring smashing
color pictures of Candy, had not hurt in the least.
But her chief contribution to the firm's success was
her child-like faith in her partners' conviction that,
despite the Utopian appearance of the firm's proposals,
they were, in fact, practical in the finest sense of
the word; they would not lead on to renewed greed,
self-serving hypocrisy and pusillanimous restraint, but
would encourage the most sublime thoughts and action of
which humans are capable.
In short, she constantly
reinforced the thinking of her partners, rescuing them
from the despondency which thwarts visionaries who
must, in the world's most commodified society, deal
with people whose foresight seldom extends beyond net
earnings for the next quarter.
Ralph Raider, in a very brief time, had become at
least in some circles, the conscience of the nation:
He had even been discussed as a political Presidential
candidate, an idea which he laughed off as being
entirely at odds with everything he stood for.
But he
acknowledged the idea as an encouraging sign that the
public was beginning to realize that the old attitudes
and methods of the nation's so-called leaders were
never going to lead anywhere . He regularly referred to
politicians as "our adroit followers," people who never
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l ed but always managed to follow what they perceived to
b e the public's desires.
He applied the same criteria
t o business and professional shoguns as he did to
p oliticians and insisted that the public, as the
c onsumers of the national product, simply couldn't
a fford the luxury of wallowing in the hedonistic glue
o f a materialistic culture.
Quincy Quixotic had been tilting with an unending
s eries of fantastic computer applications, some so
b izarre as to make even his partners wonder if he had
l ost it and was dwelling in a world no one else could
i mag i ne, much less understand.
Convinced that the
u ltimate defeat o f Kasparov by a chess program would do
f or artificial intelligence what the Wright brothers
h ad done for aviation, Quincy was th i nking beyond the
I BM team which was concentrating on beating the
Russian, to the day when the country's intractable
p roblems would be solved by Ersatz Ei nstein, the name
h e had given to artificial intelligence, E.E. for
s hort.
In one formu l ation, with respect to the problem,
s ay, of abortion, every registered voter is able to
c hoose from a list of possible solut i ons, as well as
d escribed his or her own solution. These millions of
c hoices and ideas as fed into E.E., which is already
i nformed of all possible data bearing on the problem,
s uch as rates of population growth, the number of
a bortions performed annually, the philosophical
c onvictions of aJl religious denominations in the
c ountry, results of psychological tests on pre-abortion
a nd post-abortion women, the attitudes of the putative
f athers and so on down to the most remote data of any
p ossible relevance.
Ersatz Einstein then comes forth
wi th three possib l e solutions.
Offer ing three
s olutions enables the Republicans, Democrats and
I nd e pendents each to rush to their own position, thus
p r es erving a semblance of human participation and
p ermitting each to claim that they had something to do
with corning up with a rational solution.
Other formulations had E.E. disclosing only the
p re f erred solution and the text of statutes,
r egulations, executive orders and schedules for
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adoption by the Congress and such other action as might
be required to implement it.
On this particular evening, their hostess, in
recognit i on of the innovative work each had done, made
sure that Candice, Paul, Ralph and Quincy were seated
at separate tables, the better to insure that there
would be stimulating conversation for all her guests.
But as she had feared, Ralph Raider found himself as
the' only one at his table who deplored, rather than
applauded the Gulf War, which at that time was
degenerating even further, into the deaths of hundreds ,
if not thousands of Kurdish refugees.
Having been
goaded by a triumphalist banker who was chortling over
the precision of U.S. missiles and the low casualty
rate, Ralph couldn't help but remark that the death
rate was in the hundreds of thousands if one were so
bold as to include Iraqi soldiers and civilians as
human beings. That, of course, had set the pot to
boiling. Ralph having also asserted his belief that
George Bush's War was a moral, political,
constitutional, economic, social , cultural and
environmental disaster, his chal l engers, perhaps under
the influence of an excellent wh i te Burgundy, make the
mistake of insisting that Ralph explain himself.
Twenty minutes later, the explanation had reached the
constitutional component, without Ralph ever yielding
the floor.
By this time the scowls around the table
had grown deeper and finally the banker broke in, "You
apparently didn't learn anything from Munich.
If Bush
had appeased that Hitler in Arab clothing, Kuwait would
never have been free and Saddam would have controlled
world oil prices."
Ralph Raider took this chance to brace himself
with a swig of the diet Coke he had substituted for the
Burgundy and was about to reply when the lovely
brunette who had been quietly gracing the other end of
the table, spoke up, "I'm not clear about the full
implication of Saddam's threat to world oil prices.
After all, the President said very little about oil
when he was beating the drums of war.
He was always
talking about democracy and freedom in Kuwait, which
seemed strange because the Kuwaitis have never had
either in any real sense. But what threw me was the
analogy to Hitler. That was as far fetched a piece of
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d emagoguery as I've heard in years. II Just as Raider
was making a mental note to thank the brunette for
help, their hostel swept in to announce ~ha~ the party
was moving to the library, with some mUS1C ln the
o ffing.
Raider, whose asceticism did not completely
override his libido, eased close to the brunette as the
g ucctc gathered in the library, a room which impressed
Raider as a reasonable facsimile of William Randolph
Hearst's personal library at San Simeon. He was moved
b y its beauty to accept a snifter of single malt scotch
which soon demonstrated the magical capacity of making
t he brunette seen even more desirable.
He forced
h imself to shift his examination from her to the
d etails of the magnificent room, rosy with firelight
bouncing off the cherry paneling.
The massive
c ollection of books, oddly enough, looked as if they
were being used.
He took a closer look at the
s pectacular stained glass windows which, even without
t he sunshine'S backlighting, were a delight to the eye.
OVer there the poet, Robert Burns, boldly examined a
c omely strawberry blond in the next pew who was
i nnocent of the tiny insect marching down her lacy
bonnet; here Dylan Thomas raised yet another foaming
glass in a crowded pub; not far from him, Edward
DeVere, the Seventeenth Earl of Oxford, folios under
his arm, peeked surreptitiously from behind the corner
o f the Globe Theater, as William Shakespeare of Avon
took tickets at the door. Nor did Ralph miss the
porcelain treasures and the fine collection of American
i mpressionalists. He confessed to himself that great
wealth did have its uses; that accumulation of man-made
beauty was one of the legitimate goals of an economic
system which sometimes seemed to have few objectives
ap art from its own continuation.
Just as he settled back in his chair and the first
vi olin was leading the quartet into Mozart's Eine
Kl eine Nachtmuzik, Ralph was handed a business card
wi th a scribbled message from the brunette:
Kurt
Ko Jl(r and I would like to buy your lunch.
Is tomorrow
at The Pacific Club possible?"
It was signed "Kathy
K o ll~r" .
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The Pacific Club was well named for two reasons.
It exuded an oriental serenity and, as Ralph Raide:
entered the dining room, it offered an ever-expandlng
vista of germinating swells distending until they ended
the suspense by crashing into long blossoms of surf.
Kathy Koll~r, looking no less attractive~by the li~ht
of day, introduced her father, Kurt Kollar, who qUlckly
explained that Kathy was the first to break the nonepotism rule at Blew, Koll~r, Lunge & Bouquet, the
political consulting firm of which he was a partner.
As lunch was served, he came right to the point.
"Kathy liked what you said last night and, moreover,
was quite impressed with your colleagues, who were
holding forth on other subjects.
Your hostess filled
her in about your firm's operations and reputation. We
have a proposition for you." Three hours later, they
completed their conversation, with Raider promising to
give the Kol16rs an answer from CPR&Q within 72 hours.
Early the next morning, Raider concluded his
presentation to his partners.
"In short, they want us
to ghost write a platform for the Democratic Party, to
be submitted to the 1992 Convention, probably as a
minority report.
They want a platform that would
radically change the Party's stance, to the extent that
it has ever had a stance. And they want us to ignore
the political consequences of the positions we
recommend." Paul Perfect's instant question was, "You
mean to challenge the High Priests of the Democratic
Party, to accept almost certain rejection and public
humiliation to boot?" "Exactly that," Raider
responded.
"First, they think Bush is unbeatable,
given the pools showing that a majority of the voters
equate killing Iraqis, firing accurate missiles and
waving the flag with super patriotism. Sure the
economy's in bad shape but no Democrat has yet emerged
with anything but rhetoric as a solution.
In any case,
the voters are hardly given to historical analysis of
whose policies got us into this mess."
Candy, who had listened quietly, now interjected
in a brooding tone, "So what they want from us is a
practical solution to their political problem,
disguised as an altruistic vision for a new America."
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"In a sense that's right," Raider acknowledged,
"and that's how many will see it, but I think that for
Blew, Kollar, Lunge & Bouquet there's more to it than
that. They are not known in the trade as Blue, Collar,
Lunch & Bucket for nothing.
They got started as a PR
firm for the AFL-CIO, representing the federation as
wel l as many individual locals, and they became so
closely identified with trade unionism they couldn't
get other types of clients; they began to feel that
they had sold their souls to labor, as partisan a bunch
as the National Association of Manufacturers.
I sense
that Blue, Collar, Lunch & Bucket wants to become Blew,
Koll'r, Lunge & Bouquet again.
Indeed, they're even
thinking of changing their name completely.
I believe
they're quite sincere and are willing to take the risk
that endorsing a radical platform will pull the bread
out from under their butter."
Quincy was excited and finally got a word in,
"This gives us a chance to consolidate our ideas into a
ri nging manifesto, to inspire the nation, to make
Americans face up to a test of their own greatness or
their own dismal mediocrity. George Kennan once
observed that twentieth century America is essentially
a tragic country, wasting its magnificent natural
resources, permitting our intellectuals and artists to
be outshouted by the commercial media, and suffering
because the dominant political forces have little
understanding or care for our intelligentsia. Kennan
also said that American life is 'childhood without any
promise of maturity.' Vaclav Havel insists that with
the fall of communism, there is the time to
rehabilitate the human spirjt.
I know our platform
would face those points.
I think Ralph has brought us
a great opportunity."
Uncharacteristically, Candy was still skeptical:
"A political manifesto has to be read, and tho~e few
who do read it won't be inspired without the klnd ~f
imagination that most Americans seem to have only In
short measure."
ndy" Quincy chided her, "any
come 0 n " Ca
med
t '
that can sell glow-in-the-dark, monogram
na dloonms doesn't lack imagination.
It may lack
co n
,
.
"
f rugality, but not imaglnatlon.
110 h
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Quincy had been right. The platform job
stimulated all four of them and moreover promised to
generate a very handsome fee, a fee which had been
negotiated with no lack of practicality. Each partner
had contributed separate drafts of the platform on an
agreed list of topics, agreed, that is, only a~ter long
hours of debate. Ralph Raider, who had the thlckest
skin had been assigned to carry the finished product
to Blue, collar, Lunch & Bucket, the name which CPR&Q
could not bring themselves to abandon. The deal
allowed their clients to have no veto power. They
could take CPR&Q's platform or leave it, their only
protection being a 20% reduction in the fee if the
Democratic Platform Committee would not submit it to
the floor of the Convention even as a minority report.
CPR&Q was proud of its work. The final platform
addressed national issues generally recognized as such,
as well as some which were always avoided by both
parties.
It was as specific as time permitted and,
most importantly, recommended the type of action needed
for implementation.
Each plank in the platform was
supported by analysis of the problem addressed,
analysis which in many cases was the product of
innovative computer techniques designed by Quincy
Quixotic. The detail and comprehensiveness of the
document was impressive.
But for the crunch-it-intoas-few-lines-as-possible school, each plank was given a
rubric, a s provocative as Paul Perfect's conscience
would allow.
The first few of these rubrics dealt with
democratic government and was stentorian in tone:
"It was a fatal mistake of a free people to
think of government as 'the problem'.
Such an
attitude ironically and implicitly confesses that
the people themselves are the problem. Those who
give their informed consent to be governed are the
true leaders and must accept the consequences of
their own leadership.
Americans may go their separate ways in
religion, in vocations and avocations, but they
must come together i n government, engage one
another in study and debate and be willing to
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consider systemic reforms. The right to vote
implies the duty to vote knowledgeably.
We reject superficial and simp~istic
treatment of public issues and cand~dates and urge
Americans to boycott all attempts by the
electronic and print media to foist such tre~tment
on their audiences and to boycott the compan~es
who sponsor such programs.
We will offer no short range solutions to
disguise long range problems. We recognize that,
in a democracy, the majority can be, and often is,
tyrannical; that some Americans will suffer,
sometimes for the mistakes of others, while
solutions are developed."
Each rubric was followed by specific proposals.
For example:
"We support one year of mandatory national
service immediately following high school, to
include rigorous study of the science and practice
of government.
We will seek a constitutional amendment to
limit the tenure of Senators and Representatives
to twelve years and to limit the amount of
campaign contributions.
In our administration, promotions and pay
raises in the civil service will be awarded not on
a lock-step basis but only upon recommendation of
bi-partisan commissions comprised of members from
the private sector and government officials from
other departments.
We support tax increases to reduce the
deficit.
Read our lips, your taxes will be
increased for that purpose."
Another rubric treated the nation's social
p roblems:
"Americans must look to the popular culture
which they have created - and change it. It is
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debasing the nation's adults as well as it~ you~ h
and destroying the family which is the bas~c U~lt
of government. Just as it is our national pol~c y
to protect our wilderness areas and the
environment in general for the inspiration of our
citizens, it must be our policy to encourage and
make accessible those expressions of the human
imagination which elicit the finest response in
others. Only by encouraging the most sublime of
human activity can we counter the sleazy and
licentious, the cheap and tawdry, the ugly and
vulgar now so insidiously offered by the merchant s
of greed."
specifically:
"We will end the miserly attitude of Congres s
and state legislatures toward the arts. We will
foster a recognition that they offer far more tha n
entertainment and are the key which will unlock
the door to pro-social rather than anti-social
behavior in many Americans.
We will finance vastly increased support for
the arts by a modest tax on television and radio
sets, as is done in Europe, and by substantial
fees for the use of the public radio and
television frequenc i es, in the belief that these
airwaves are no more the exclusive bailiwicks of
commercial enterprises than are our highways.
While offering no direct subsidies to
entirely private societies, such as literary clubs
for superannuated males, we will command them for
affording social benefits by keeping their members
off the streets at night.
We will shift a sUbstantial portion of public
school funding to preschool preparation of
youngsters, including one-year olds on up. We
will deny welfare payments to parents who do not
read to their preschool children for at least
fifteen minutes per day. We will also deny such
payments to parents who do not themselves attend
special classes to learn how to become effective
teachers of their own children.
In such cases ,
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the payments will be redirected to help the
children rather than the parents."
One rubric dealt with the administration of
justice and included among its specifics:
"We will sponsor the selection of federal and
state court judges using the merit system and
remove party politics from the selection and
retention of our judiciary./I
As to arms policy, the platform asserted:
"We will seek reduction by 80% of the
destructive power of four billion tons of TNT now
in our nuclear arsenal, believing that 800,000,000
tons is enough [or any kind, gentle, peace loving
nation."
There was much more in the CPR&Q platform, which
also dealt with such subjects as tax policy, industrial
practices, the environment, energy policy and abortion.
Indeed, further excerpts are appended to this account.
ln July, 1992, the denouement of the Democratic
National Convention was one of the most incredible
events in American political history.
The CPR&Q draft
platform had, as planned, surprised and excited the
Platform committee and generated lively debate.
Nevertheless, despite ./stalwart behind-the-scenes
efforts by Blew, Kollar, Lunge & Bouquet, the document
seemed unlikely to win even minority report status.
But, deus ex machina, rescue came with the
Convention's astonishing nomination of a horse so dark
that he could only be described as the Wendall Wilkie
of the Democratic Party, a charismatic californian who
br ought the delegates to their feet by a speech
seconding the nomination of Mario Cuomo, whose
re luctance had disenchanted his fellow Democrats.
Not
o nly did the Californian have enormous personal appeal,
hi s speaking style contrasted sharply with the bombast
of virtually all the other speakers.
He was quiet
wh ere they were loud, logical where they were absurd,
thoughtful where they were opinionated and visionary
where they were practical.
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This inspiring california, with the compelling
name of Adlai Wilson, was nominated as the Party's
Presidential Candidate on the 20th ballot. He then
somehow persuaded the Convention to revoke the platfo r
previously approved and to adopt unanimously the CPR&Q
platform. Suddenly, CPR&Q was on the lips of every
important member of the Party.
Candice, Paul, Ralph
and Quincy were ecstatic and quickly brushed off the
day's only sour note, the nomination of a banker from
Vermont, as Adlai Wilson's running mate.
When the Presidential campaign got underway,
George Bush, having long since announced that he woul d
do anything to be reelected, desperately tried to
disparage Adlai Wilson.
Unfortunately for the
Republicans, the nation didn't react well to a replay
of the 1988 campaign of innuendo and character
assassination. The Democrats, for once, were smart
enough to anticipate the mood of American voters, that
they were fed up with sleazy campaigns. The Democrat s
took the high road and spent their TV money on wellpresented explanations of the Democratic platform,
without bravado, hype or obfuscation. Amazingly, the
voters seemed to like it. Before long millions of
Americans were quietly and seriously debating issues
and evaluating the efficacy of the promised reforms.
Moreover, even though few liked the prospect of higher
taxes, they did like the sense of responsibility it
engendered and its implicit message that Americans are
capable of realizing when their basest instincts are
being seduced. Many voters became inspired, if not
excited, by the prospect of unleashing the very best i n
themselves instead of the worst.
On election day, November 3, 1992, the unthinkabl e
happened - Adlai Wilson was swept into office in a
landslide. By the time the polls closed in California,
early returns put the nation in an uproar. Candice,
Paul, Ralph and Quincy were quickly ensconced as the
guests of honor at one of San Francisco's wildest
election celebrations, from which they were able to
extricate themselves only in the wee hours. As they
left the party, they agreed that they had to be in the
office of CPR&Q promptly at 7:30 A.M. to manage what
promised to be a tidal wave of well wishes and new
prospects.
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November 4, 1992 marked another glorious
California day.
Paul Perfect, wheeling his shiny new
pickup onto the Golden Gate's welcoming expanse, smiled
to himself as he spotted Ralph Raider's electric car
chugging along just beyond the Bridge's colossal North
pier.
He turned to wave as a BMW convertible sped by
with Candy, her glorious crown of amber hair streaming
out behind, her lovely right arm raised, fist clenched,
signalling triumph.
Quincy Quixotic's red Ferrari was
right behind her and they all laughed out loud as the
three of them fell in abreast of Ralph'S tortoise like
electric car.
That's how they were, all four abreast, when
California, from San Luis Obispo in the south to
Pe taluma in the north, disappeared into the Pacific
Ocean. That's how they were when nature suddenly
dissolved CPR&Q:
astride the Golden Gate, one of the
world's great monuments to man's triumph over nature.
The earthquake also took Adlai Wilson and many of
his election team.
On January 20, 1993, his running
mate, the banker, who had watched the returns from his
v ermont home, was inaugurated as the forty-first
President of the United states.
The country was safely back in the hands of
practical men.
APPENDIX
Additional excerpts from
the 1992 Platform of the Democratic Party

"

We will rewrite the monstrous Internal Revenue
ode, which no human understands, and, for individuals,
e will adopt a flat rate system with no deductions.

It is specious to talk of tax "fairness."
?ai r ness has had nothing to do with taxes and fairness
I d not be equated with ability to pay. The
~~ sperous and affluent have long paid a
jl sproportionately larger share of the total tax
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burden, not because it's fair, but because that's where
the money is.
We will encourage saving rather than spending,
restraint rather than hyperbole. We will insist that
building development have a purpose beyond growth for
growth's sake.
Americans will be urged to recognize that pretense
and posturing about a "free market system" should not
camouflage the simple fact that we have a highly
regulated market coupled with a system of private but
controlled ownership o f property.
We reject censorship and prosecutorial zeal as
unworthy sUbstitutes for enlightened self discipline.
A government predicated on free speech cannot require
its citizens to concentrate on the finest in the arts,
but a majority of those who vote can encourage them to
so by the enactment of appropriate legislation.
Recognizing that music is food and shelter for
millions of our youth, we will strengthen the role of
classical and other fine music by much larger grants to
school music departments, symphony orchestras, music
conservatories and promising musicians.
We will ban all billboards and similar execrations
on the beauty of our cities and countryside. We will
provide special prizes and inducements for fine
architecture and land use, to rid the nation of the
hideous man-made structures so rampant from coast to
coast.
We will seek state remedies for abortion,
requiring, except in the case of incest, rape or
jeopardy to the mother, that, in addition to penalties
for others involved, a mother having an abortion be
obliged to accept anti-conception measures for five
years.
We would deny welfar e payments to uny parents of
an illegitimate child who do not consent to anticonception measures for five years.
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We will encourage the down-sizing of large
manufacturing operations and the use of robotics to
reduce the number of Americans who spend their lives on
dehumanizing repetitive mechanical tasks, and we will
encourage systems that permit each worker to perform
various synergistic functions.
We will impose a heavy gasoline tax to discourage
the use of internal combustion engines and require the
increased use of electric automobiles. We will adopt a
stringent energy-saving policy to reduce reliance on
fossil fuels and nuclear energy.
Respectfully submitted,

CPR&Q

TAKE HIS NAME OFF THE BUILDING
March 16, 1992

Morse Johnson

In 1949 Alan Barth wrote:
"No government administrator commands greater
confidence and respect ... than John Edgar
Hoover who has been director of the FBI for
more than a quarter century. He and his
bureau alike have won an almost legendary
status and models of rectitude, efficiency
and nonpartisan devotion to the public
service ... Hoover is perhaps the one
bureaucrat whose requests for appropriations
are granted almost without que~tion.
(For
example, the Chairman of) Commltte~ on UnAmerican Activities (which s notorIouS for
its incivility to witnesses) on March 26,
1947 (observed), 'Mr. Hoover the chair wishes

